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R703 is the small ride-on sweeper with manual dump 
for industrial and professional use.
It is strong with its steel chassis and panels, it is 
effective with its powerfull engine and filters, 
it is reliable with its simple construction, it is 
manoeuvrable with its compact dimensions. Easy 
to use and maintain, it is ideal for sweeping heavy 
duty application in confined areas.R7
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Operating diagram
1- Side brush
2- Vacuum on side brushes
3- Main brush
4- Hopper
5- Filters

6- Vacuum fan
7- Dust filter shaker
8 - Dust conveyor 
    (optional)

Hourly cleaning performance

Uomo
300 m2/h

R703
9100 m2/h

H / E mm 1580 960 1230

Dimensions A B C
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Optional

Dust conveyor Vacuum cleaner LPG conversion
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The DUST BUSTER vacuum on the side brushes 
is unique to RCM sweepers and eliminates dust 
caused by the side brushes, increasing cleaning 
performance and operator comfort and safety.

DUST BUSTER vacuum system

Large filter capacity
The six cartridge filters allow to work in dusty environment for 
longer between stops, therefore saving time.

Strong chassis
Reinforced steel chassis and pivoting side brushes give good 
protection from incidental impacts.

Easy maintenance
Large tilting bonnet gives easy access to the components and for 
maintenance.

Hourly cleaning performance mq/h 9100 7800
Cleaning width mm 1300 1300
Hopper capacity lt 115 115
Filter area mq 6 6
Overall power hp/kW 9/6,6 2 kW
Feed petrol battery
Battery (5h) V-Ah - 36-240
Vacuum on side brushes standard standard
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The driver seated at the front of the machine has excellent visibi-
lity ensuring safety and ease of operation. The front wheel steer 
gives excellent manoeuvrability and the operator can see both 
sides brushes whilst driving. In congested areas this is essential 
for safety especially when negotiated blind corners.

Rubber bumper 

Front lights 
(optional)

PPL side brush

Adjusting seat

Large diameter wheels 
Allow to climb small step and 
uneven surfaces.

Ergonomically  
designed controls 
at hand reach 

Excellent all around visibility

BornBorn to sweep

PPL main brush

Warning lights 
(standard)

Vacuum on the hopper 
protect operator from harmfull 
fine dust (E version)

Hopper
The R703’s hopper capacity is among largest in its class.


